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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Which command describes how to configure the OSPF Virtual Link under OSPF?
 

A. /cfg/net/route/ospf/virt

B. /cfg/net/ospf/virt

C. /cfg/route/ospf/virtual

D. /cfg/route/ospf/virt

E. /cfg/net/route/ospf/virtual
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

An ASF cluster has the following configuration: ? multiple firewall directors ? accelerator

components to be updated and configured as a whole This is know as what type of configuration?
 

A. Single System Image (SSI)

B. Management IP Address

C. Clustering

D. NAAP
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

What is the command on the ASF to enable Checkpoint FW session Sync?
 

A. /cfg/vrrp/ena

B. /cfg/fw/ena

C. /cfg/fw/sync/ena

D. /sync/fw/ena
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

A company uses Microsoft Active Directory. Which three authentication methods can be used to

authenticate their users to MAD? (Choose three.)
 

A. Tacacs Authentication

B. NTLM authentication
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C. LDAP Authentication

D. Local Authentication

E. Radius Authentication
 

Answer: B,C,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

A support engineer wants to set up a port trunk configuration in an Alteon network. Which factors

determine how the port trunk configuration is implemented?(Choose two.)
 

A. Port link properties of the trunk members are inherited from the trunk master port.

B. Up to 5 trunk groups can be configured.

C. VLAN, filter and NAAP settings are inherited from the trunk backup port.

D. Up to 4 ports can belong to a trunk group.

E. Port load distribution is determined by L2 and L3 information.
 

Answer: D,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

In a default configuration, user certadm1 is created and assigned to groups admin and certadmin,

and user admin removes it's inclusion in group certadmin. Which statement is true in regards to

this scenario?
 

A. the iSD configuration must be deleted via /boot/remove in order to restore certadmin rights to

user admin

B. user admin cannot add itself or other users to the certadmin group

C. the iSD configuration must be deleted via /boot/delete in order to restore certadmin rights to

user admin

D. user certadm1 cannot add user admin to the certadmin group
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

A customer has multiple networks behind a firewall and wants to combine them into one port.

Which command best describes how to accomplish this objective?
 

A. /cfg/net/port 3/trunk yes

B. /cfg/net/port 3/tag enable
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C. /cfg/net/trunk 1/add 3/add 4

D. /cfg/net/port 3/vtag enable

E. /cfg/net/port 3/vtag yes
 

Answer: E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

A support engineer wants to add an iSD running 3.1 into a production 4.0 cluster. How can the iSD

be added to the cluster?
 

A. Add it to the cluster with the 3.1 software since it will be upgraded automatically.

B. Upgrade the software first and then add the iSD to the cluster.

C. Configure the isd as a slave and then add it to the cluster.

D. Connect to the MIP and specify the ip address of the new iSD to be added to the cluster.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

By default on the ASF 5000 series platform, which port or ports are set to use the NAAP protocol?
 

A. Ports 1-5

B. Ports 5,6,7,and 9

C. Port 9

D. Ports 6,7, and 8
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

On certain occasions, it may be required to upgrade Alteon Application Switches (e.g.: AAS 2424)

via console connection and binary image. To upgrade the switch, connect via console using 9600

8-N-1, power cycle. Which two key stroke sequences would successfully connect the console?

(Choose two.)
 

A. Shift-d to set switch for subsequent console connnection, image transfer @ 115200 baud

B. Shift-d to set switch for subsequent console connnection, image transfer @ 38400 baud

C. Shift-x to set switch for subsequent console connnection, image transfer @ 115200 baud

D. Shift-f to set switch for subsequent console connnection, image transfer @ 57600 baud
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